
APHuG Vocabulary: Chapter 11—Industry and Manufacturing 
 

Directions: In the spaces provided, write a definition in your own words and identify a real-world (or reasonable potential real) example for each term.  
Attach additional paper, as needed, to this packet when you turn it in on the due date. 

 

Term 
Text 

Page # 
Paraphrased Definition Real-World Example 

Industrial Revolution 395   

Cottage Industry 395   

Situation Factors 
398-
399 

  

Site Factors 
398 
400-
402 

  

Bulk-Reducing 
Industry 

398   

Ferrous 
398-
399 

  

Nonferrous 
398-
399 

  

Bulk-Gaining Industry 400   

Break-of-Bulk Point 402   

Labor-Intensive 
Industry 

408   
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Capital 408   

Land 408   

Textile 410   

Apparel 410   

Air Pollution 412   

Greenhouse Effect 412   

Ozone 413   

Chlorofluorocarbon 
(CFC) 

413   

Acid Deposition 414   

Acid Precipitation 
(aka Rain) 

414   

Photochemical Smog 414   
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Sanitary Landfill 414   

Point-Source 
Pollution 

416   

Nonpoint-Source 
Pollution 

416-
417 

  

Biochemical Oxygen 
Demand (BOD) 

417   

Right-to-Work Law 418   

New International 
Division of Labor 

420   

Outsourcing 420   

Vertical Integration 420   

Horizontal 
Integration 

--- 
A company controls all aspects of production at the exact same level/phase; 
a monopoly is created because this is the only company which you can 
[realistically] acquire the needed item 

If one person/company controlled ALL of the cotton fields in a country (or 
the world) they would be practicing horizontal integration 

NAFTA 420   

Maquiladora 421   
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BRIC or BRICS 421   

Fordist Production 
(Fordism) 

422   

Post-Fordist 
Production 

422   

Just-in-Time Delivery 423   

Agglomeration --- A strong clustering of similar items or firms (especially business types) 
In NYC’s Time Square is an agglomeration of performing arts theaters. 
Just south of OKC’s capitol is an agglomeration of hospitals, clinics, and 
doctors’ offices…along with OU’s medical school 

Bid Rent Theory --- 
Idea that the price and demand for real estate change as the distance from a 
Central Business District changes (more expensive and higher demand closer 
to CBD and cheaper/less demand further from CBD) 

Values of real estate are higher within midtown and downtown Manhattan 
than they are in Queens within NYC. 

Bulk-Gaining --- 
A final product weighs more or is larger than the raw materials necessary to 
create it, thus it tends to be produced with a market orientation 

Because of the addition of water into the flavor mix for soda, it makes more 
sense to manufacture soda close to a market to limit transportation costs of 
heavy bottles 

Bulk-Reducing --- 
A final product weighs less or is smaller than the total sum of its individual 
parts, thus it tends to be produced with a resource orientation 

Reams of paper weigh considerable less as a final product than does a 
massive log, it’s more cost efficient to have a paper mill near the source of 
lumber 

Deglomeration --- 
Moving economic activities, often industry, away from areas of 
concentration. Deglomeration occurs when the advantages of agglomeration 
are outweighed by its disadvantages 

A car dealership may feel that there is too much activity/competition with 
other dealers in a specific area of town and decide to move his/her 
dealership to another area. 

Deindustrialization --- 
A process of social and economic change prompted by the removal or 
reduction of industrial activity within a region (or country as a whole), 
especially heavy industry. 

Detroit, and other “Rust Belt” cities, have felt the impact of factories 
leaving, sometimes for overseas, and have had to grapple with the 
economic and social impact (lost jobs, families moving to find work, etc.) 

Ecotourism --- 
Form of tourism involving fragile, pristine, and relatively undisturbed natural 
areas as an alternative to standard commercial tourism 

Seeking to spend a week in a remote area of the mountains…not near a 
tourist community. REMOTE area…not like Breckenridge 
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Entrepôt --- 
A port, city, or other center to which good are brought for import and export 
and for collection and distribution 

Shanghai (China), Rotterdam (Netherlands), and Mombasa (Kenya) are all 
important port locations for the flow of goods into/out of a country  

Footloose Industry --- 
An industry which can be located anywhere because it is not dependent on 
location (doesn’t depend upon location of raw materials or a large market 

Computer chip manufacturing can occur anywhere. 

Least-Cost Location 
Theory 

--- 
Designed by Alfred Weber: tries to explain and predict the locational pattern 
of an industry at a macro-scale (overall, not specific location) using efforts to 
minimize costs of transportation, labor, and local clustering (agglomeration) 

By locating of numerous medical centers near each other just south of OK’s 
capitol, multiple costs are decreased; similarly, look at retail location at 19

th
 

street and I-35 in Moore, OK 

Market Orientation --- Placing the means of production closer to your market (where you sell it) 
Soda and beer manufacturing plants are closer to the cities/markets they 
serve 

Multinational 
Corporation (MNC) 

--- 
A company identified with a specific country/nationality but operates in 
many other countries 

McDonalds is an MNC: based in the US and identified as American, it 
operates throughout much of the world 

Post-Industrial 
Economy 

--- 
Phase of economy in which manufacturing decreases and services, 
information, and research grows 

The United States’ economy is more heavily considered post-industrial as 
more factory manufacturing is done elsewhere (outsourcing) and the focus 
is now on services, information, and research. 

Resource Orientation --- Placing the means of production closer to your sources of raw materials 
Wine manufacturing is carried out near the source of grapes; cheaper to 
ship final bottles of wine in large quantities than to ship grapes 

Time-Space 
Compression 

--- 
Access (or lack of) to informational technology impacts the 
interconnectedness of locations; more info-tech more connection and thus 
removing the “time” or “space” that might divide them 

Although Japanese and American economic hubs (east coast US) are 
physically/spatially far apart, the internet and other technologies reduce 
that “space and time” distance in communication 

Transnational 
Corporation 

--- 
An internationally active company which does not identify with a specific 
home country. 

Nestlé, while originating in Switzerland, is involved in so many “food” 
products and has cooperate offices/employees throughout the world it 
doesn’t truly carry a Swiss identity 

 


